Introduction

After a day full of meetings and closing deals, you want to catch up on your favorite sports, the news of the day, or a TV series while you fly home. And the last thing you want to worry about is data allowances or overages. What if there were a way to stream your favorite shows, movies, or news over the internet without impacting your data plan? That’s where Viasat Unlimited Streaming comes in.

What is Viasat Unlimited Streaming?

Viasat Unlimited Streaming is a new offering that allows you to watch TV, movies, sports and news channels, any time you’re in your aircraft. By taking advantage of your current Viasat Ka-band in-flight connectivity equipment and service, the capability to stream media is at your fingertips. Viasat Unlimited Streaming is designed to make your in-flight entertainment system more flexible and cost effective.

Viasat Unlimited Streaming allows you to:

› Access popular streaming services such as Netflix, Amazon Prime, YouTube TV and more
› Use personal streaming media subscriptions or subscriptions assigned to the aircraft
› Watch on your personal device or cabin monitor
› View desired streaming media without impacting access to web browsing, email, corporate VPN, video conferencing, and cloud services

Viasat Unlimited Streaming offers:

› No data caps for streaming media
› No overage charges for streaming media
› No additional equipment required beyond your current Viasat Ka-band connectivity system
› Streaming availability in North America (with plans to add additional regions in the future)
› A single monthly subscription fee for streaming media

How does it work?

Viasat’s Unlimited Streaming works with Viasat Connectivity Systems including Ka-band and Dual-band offerings. The Viasat connectivity equipment and service is a prerequisite to subscribe to Viasat Unlimited Streaming. A separate subscription fee, along with a Viasat internet data plan, is required to activate Unlimited Streaming. However, no additional equipment or TV system is needed to take advantage of Unlimited Streaming.

Viasat Unlimited Streaming provides a single streaming session. It allows the flexibility to bring your own subscription streaming services so you can watch what is important to you.

The service uses Viasat high-capacity satellites to transmit data to the aircraft. You can connect your device to the aircraft Wi-Fi network similar to Wi-Fi connections on the ground making it a simple and continuous experience. As the plane moves through the air, the system automatically performs seamless connectivity as you travel from destination to destination. Use your personal device to access all your subscription streaming services such as Netflix, Amazon Prime or YouTube TV, and enjoy watching your favorite show, movie, news or sports channel anytime you’re on the aircraft.
Viasat Unlimited Streaming can help you:

› Manage your monthly connectivity subscription costs
› Avoid unwanted overage charges
› Keep up with current events and sports
› Watch movies and TV specific to your preferences
› Allocate your data allowance to business or personal applications such as email, web browsing, social media, or VPN access
› Add or change streaming media providers as desired
› Avoid the installation and operating costs associated with a separate direct broadcast television system

Why Viasat?

When it comes to in-flight entertainment and connectivity, the network matters. Viasat Unlimited Streaming takes advantage of the world’s highest capacity satellites. Viasat’s Ka-band avionics enables your aircraft to access our enhanced satellite technology to meet the increased demand for speed, capacity, and performance.

Viasat is a global communications company that believes everyone and everything can be connected. We help business jet travelers, maintenance, and crew stay connected to their world. Our unrivaled capacity fuels our network making it possible for aviation companies and professionals who deliver business travelers to the world to deliver the world to business travelers.
Terms and Conditions

- You are required to subscribe separately to any streaming service provider you wish to utilize. Additional restrictions from your streaming service provider will apply.
- Viasat Unlimited Streaming includes a single video stream where all data usage associated with streaming using Viasat Unlimited Streaming will not be counted against the monthly data allowance associated with the internet data plan.
- All additional video streams will be counted against the internet data plan monthly data allowance.
- Furthermore, all video streaming of any kind utilized by the Customer via a Virtual Private Network (VPN) or similar tunnel services that cannot be detected as video streaming by Viasat will result in all associated data consumed within the VPN or similar tunnel service being counted against the Service Product monthly data allowance.
- Viasat Unlimited Streaming is currently offered only in Viasat’s CONUS (Continental United States) coverage region.
- Viasat Unlimited Streaming requires a Ka-band or Dual-band data plan for data services. Monthly subscription fees apply for Viasat Unlimited Streaming.
- Viasat Unlimited Streaming is not available with all streaming services. Additional restrictions apply. For example, and without limitation, Viasat Unlimited Streaming is not available with streaming service providers that do not identify their data stream in such a way that Viasat may properly identify the data as streaming video.
- Separate terms and conditions will apply to Viasat’s Unlimited Streaming service. Viasat may monitor your compliance, or the compliance of other subscribers, with these terms and conditions, but Viasat will not monitor the content of your communications except as described in our Privacy Policy.

Viasat reserves the right to take measures to protect our network and other users from harm, compromised capacity or degradation in performance. These measures may impact your service, and Viasat reserves the right to deny, modify or terminate service, with or without notice, to anyone Viasat believes is using data plans or features in a manner that adversely impacts our network.
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